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Abstra t

A valuable fun tionality for sensor networks, distributed in large volumes is the
the data tra

at wire speed and monitor the data prior to

apability to

hara terize and analyze

ommitting to permanent storage. As a demonstrator we

use a re ongurable hardware router for real-time monitoring of data before their transmission to further pro essing
and storage. The re ongurable hardware router is based on the NetFPGA platform. In this study we report on the
hardware implementation to monitor web-based network appli ations and

ompare our results with a software based

network analyzer.
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be implemented as well as readout

1. Introdu tion

onditions of sele tive

sensors.
In re ent years, there was a rise in the interest to in-

The system hardware used is the NetFPGA 1G [3℄

strument large areas and volumes on land and in the sea

whi h utilizes standard FPGA te hnology and

with sensors from a variety of s ienti

hardware

ommunities. No-

ommon

omponents available o the shelf. Advantages

tably, two large European proje ts, the European Mul-

of re ongurable

tidis iplinary Seaoor Observatory (EMSO) [1℄ and the

in [4℄, with an early implementation of a re ongurable

omputing

on epts have been outlined

multi-km3 sized Neutrino Teles ope (KM3NeT) [2℄, are in

hardware system for deep-sea dete tors in [5℄.

their preparation phase to deploy many distributed sensors
3
overing very large observational volumes of order O(km ),

this study, the ar hite ture implemented for network traf-

in several deep-sea lo ations around Europe and in the



Mediterranean Sea respe tively.

made to

A

ommon goal of these proje ts is to establish infras-

In the following we outline the hardware system used in
monitoring and report on preliminary results from tests
ompare with a data network analyzer realized in

software.

tru tures to enable long-term (10+ years) monitoring of
pro esses with interest to the bio- and hydrosphere in
of EMSO, and in the

ase

ase of KM3NeT, the dete tion of

Neutrino indu ed intera tions in the Mediterranean deepsea.
Regardless of optimisations of the platforms and networks for the spe i

operational needs of the deep sea

environment, all sensor data will eventually have to be
readout and transmitted to shore, be that through

abled

or a ousti s infrastru ture.
We present a re ongurable hardware ele troni s system

apable to

hara terize and analyze the data tra

from sensors at wire speed prior to

ommitting data to per-

manent storage. The number of data

hannels and their

ommuni ations proto ol an be re ongured to adapt to a
diversity of multiple sensors. Requirements to form spatial
and temporal trigger patterns from a variety of sensors an

2. Ar hite ture

This study is based on the NetFPGA router ar hite ture whi h has been expanded to monitor and measure
tra

whi h is

appli ations.

reated by peer-to-peer le sharing torrent
To download a torrent le a
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alled

tra ker.
The tra ker identies the swarm (peers) whi h are omputers on a network that either have the entire le or a part
of it, or are in the pro ess of sending or re eiving it. The
tra ker helps the
that the

lient software to trade parts of the le

lient has requested through other

the swarm. Hen e, the

omputers in

lient re eives multiple parts of the

le simultaneously.
The main problem in identifying the tra
sponds to torrents is that there is no spe i
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lient appli-

ation downloads a le from a server appli ation

the bit-torrent appli ations.
ally based on

that

orre-

TCP port for

These appli ations are usu-

ommon ports su h as the ports used by FTP
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or HTTP appli ations. Therefore, it is ne essary to per-

when the NetFPGA is used as a router. For our study, we

form a

have extended the referen e design by adding three addi-

ontent-based inspe tion in order to identify that

a pa ket belongs to a torrent ow.

tional modules, the

lter

We propose a design and its implementation on a re on-

http get lter module, the BitTorrent
Gnutella lter module.

module and the

gurable hardware platform that performs at wire-speed
deep-pa ket inspe tion in order to identify and
ize network tra

hara ter-

that belongs to bit-torrent appli ations.

In our design we do not modify the pa kets (e.g. MAC address, IP address) we solely perform pa ket inspe tion and
subsequently forward the pa kets on to their destination
addresses on the LAN.
In the overall ar hite ture our design is lo ated transparently between the NetFPGA router and the

lients that

are lo ated in a lo al area network (LAN).
In this design we

an identify when a new torrent

ne tion has been established. When this is the

Figure 2: NetFPGA ar hite ture

on-

ase a new

2.1. The http-get-lter module
The http get lter fun tions implemented in [6℄ are used

entry is inserted into a table that re ords the torrent tra
based on the unique torrents ID. On every pa ket that is
re eived we perform a

ontent-based inspe tion to identify

pa kets belonging to a torrent
asso iated to a torrent

for the URL extra tion of the pa kets in order to identify

onne tion. For ea h pa ket

that a pa ket belongs to HTTP tra . A

onne tion we keep the unique tor-

rents ID and we add the size of the pa ket in a table.

quests to a server. Pa kets

Our design is implemented on the NetFPGA platform
(Fig. 1). The NetFPGA

distinguished by

ard used in this study hosts a

the string "GET". Next, the module

DRAM.
ess to the FPGA registers through the

the destination port is inspe ted for HTTP port numbers

ards PCI

(HTTP proto ol, uses port 80). Finally, the TCP header

omputer.

Using this NetFPGA

length is

ard, we have implemented our

By he king the above mentioned proto ol header elds

ontaining an HTTP GET request or the

and for the o

string BitTorrent Proto ol and sends the pa kets information to the host
On the host

he ked sin e it varies in size for GET pa kets

originating from dierent operating systems [7℄.

design as a Network Analyzer system in hardware whi h
lters pa kets

ontain

he ks the TCP pro-

to ol, whi h is used to transport HTTP and subsequently

ard is supported through a GUI allow-

interfa e wit the host

he k the

pa ket length to ensure that it is large enough to

Ethernet ports, 4.5Mbytes SRAM and 64Mbytes DDR2

ing a

ontaining a GET request are

ontaining the string "GET", at the be-

ginning of the payload. In our module we rst

Xilinx Virtex II Pro FPGA, AND in orporates 4 Gigabit

The NetFPGA

ording to [7℄,

the HTTP proto ol uses GET requests to send URL re-

urren e of the string "GET"at the begin-

ning of the TCP payload, our module

omputer through the PCI interfa e.

an identify the

pa kets that belong to HTTP tra . The module sends

omputer we make use of the GUI to sear h

the pa kets information to the host

the hash table for the URLs and display them on s reen.
Figure 2 depi ts the blo k diagram of the NetFPGA that

omputer.

2.2. BitTorrent-lter module
The BitTorrent lter fun tions form a new pre-pro

has been implemented.

ess

blo k that is responsible for identifying pa kets that follow
the BitTorrent proto ol. The BitTorrent Proto ol
of a tra ker and a peer.

onsists

The tra ker follows the HTTP

proto ol method in a similar way as with the

http get lter

module.
A tra ker request

ontains the following parts:

info

hash, peer id, port and event. Info hash is a 20 byte SHA1
hash that

Figure 1: NetFPGA

ontains the value of the info key in the Metainfo

le [8℄. Peer ID is a 20-byte string used as a unique ID for
the

The pa kets from a Gigabit Ethernet port are forwarded

lient. Port is the port number that the

lient usually

utilizes.

Event, if spe ied,

an be one of the following:

started,

ompleted, stopped or empty (whi h is the same

to the MAC FIFO. An input arbiter is used to extra t the

as not being spe ied). If event is not spe ied, the request

pa kets from the FIFO and forwards them to the Output

is repeated at regular intervals.

Port Lookup. The Output Port Lookup is used to
the pa kets and forward them to the

lassify

- Started: The rst request to the tra ker must in lude

orre t output port.

The Ethernet, IP LPM and IP Che ksum are used in

the event key with this value.

ases
2

- Stopped: Must be sent to the tra ker if the

lient is

initially idles in the

shutting down gra efully.
- Completed:
download

Must be sent to the tra ker when the

to be present on the bus. The

ompletes.

the

The handshake is a required message and must be the
rst message transmitted by the

prepro ess ontrol

http get lter,

be ause the tra ker uses the

HTTP proto ol. The eighth state is the
In this state, we

ever, the re ipient must respond as soon as it en ounters

TRACKER EVENT.

he k if a torrent is started, stopped or

ompleted. Then, in state HANDSHAKE, we

part of the handshake (the peer id will pre-

he k if the

tra ker id equals the peer id and if the tra ker hash key

sumably be sent after the re ipient has sent its own hand-

equals the peer hash key.

shake). The tra ker's NAT- he king feature does not send

saving the pa kets information in the hash table.

the

peer id

signals

when this data is on the bus, and the

The following states until the seventh state are the

apable of serving multiple torrents simultaneously

info hash

BitTorrent lter

same as in

(torrents are uniquely identied by their info hash). Howthe

state, waiting

elimination pro ess is started.

lient.

The re ipient may wait for the initiator's handshake;
if it is

WAIT IP PROTO LEN

for the IP pa ket length and proto ol elds of the IP header

eld of the handshake.

The pro ess is

on luded by

2.3. Gnutella-lter module
The third appli ation we have implemented in our design is the Gnutella module. Gnutella is a distributed le
sharing appli ation in whi h nodes,
both as

alled

servents,

lient and server [10℄. When a new servent

a t
on-

ne ts to an existing Gnutella network, it has to establish
a TCP

onne tion with an already a tive servent.

This

servent broad asts to its neighbors that a new servent is
onne ting.
For a servent to establishe a new

If a

lient re eives a handshake with a

it is not

urrently serving, then the

onne tion.

handshake in whi h the
pe ted

peer id,

peer id

info hash

CONNECT"string, Upon re eipt, the se ond servent rethat

plys with the "GNUTELLA OK"string. This establishes

lient must drop the

If the initiator of the

a new

onne tion re eives a

does not mat h the ex-

whi h the following

then the initiator is expe ted to drop the

peer id

onne -

ommands are used:

- Ping: used to identify the a tive nodes

onne tion. Note, that the initiator presumably re eived
that was registered by the peer. The

onne tion between two servents. On e the

tion is established, the nodes use the gnutella proto ol in

- Pong: the reply to the ping

the peer information from the tra ker, whi h in ludes the

peer id

onne tion with an-

other servent, a pa ket is sent ontaining the "GNUTELLA

Figure 3: The BitTorrent Filter FSM

- Query: The main me hanism for sear hing a le in

from

the Gnutella network. If a servent re eives a query and the

the tra ker with the one in the handshake are expe ted to

query mat hes the les that are available, it replies with a

mat h.

QueryHit

In order to re ognize a BitTorrent Proto ol, rst, we
examine the HTTP GET request.

- QueryHit: The reply to a Query. The pa ket in ludes

Subsequently, we ex-

important information about the re eption of the pa ket.

amine if the string BitTorrent Proto ol is present in the
pa ket. Further, we

The

he k if the length of this string is 19

bytes, and subsequently, we

he k if the tra ker id equals

has been implemented as an FSM

string "GNUTELLA CONNECT"is identied in a pa ket,

peer id and if the tra ker hash key equals the peer
hash key. After establishing that a pa ket is a BitTorrent

the

pa ket, we save the pa ket in a hash table.

gnutellaf ilter

that realizes the states as depi ted in Figure 4. When the
then the state ma hine waits for the reply.
ply pa ket

In order to

If the re-

ontains the string "GNUTELLA OK"then a

new gnutella

onne tion has been established (CONNECT

make the hash table, we use a hash fun tion following the

STATE) and the id is inserted into a hash table.

method

nest state waits until it re eives the string "GET /get", in

u koo hashing [9℄. The

u koo hashing works in

the following way. We use two dierent hash fun tions for

whi h a node is asking for a spe i

the hash table.

re eived with an

When we try to insert a new entry into

HTTP 200 OK

The

le. If a reply pa ket is

eld in the header, then

gnutella lter

the table and if the lo ation is not empty, then we add

the re eption of a pa ket is initiated. The

the new entry to the spe i

lo ation and then we move

inspe ts the in oming pa kets and if they originate from

the old entry to the address

reated by the se ond hash

an a tive gnutella

fun tion. This pro ess is repeated until an empty lo ation

spe i

has been found.

onne tion, their size is added to the

table and the pa kets are forwarded to the host

omputer.

The identi ation method for a BitTorrent pa ket is
3. Performan e Evaluation

implemented by a state ma hine as shown in Figure 3. The
state ma hine

arries out a 10 stage elimination pro ess

for identifying a BitTorrent pa ket.

The design with the methods for the torrent ltering

The state ma hine

des ribed in the previous se tions has been implemented
3

that generate them, and reports in real time the network
tra

breakdown through a GUI.

In our setup we use a host

omputer with the Fedora

12 operating system on an AMD dual

ore pro essor run-

ning at 1.0 GHz, with 4GB of RAM, and an Intel Pro/1000
Dual-port NIC. In these tests we are generating real-time
tra , by running a bit-torrent appli ation in order to
apture HTTP and BitTorrent pa kets. We re orded the
CPU utilization of the host

Figure 4: The Gnutella Filter FMS

omputer when the pa kets

were analyzed by the AppMon and when they were analyzed by the NetFPGA analyzer using one 1Gbps Ethernet port.

Table 1: Logi resour es of NetFPGA AppMon (VII Pro 50)
Type

Number

Per entage

11,131

47%

9.378

19%

16,547

35%

utilization is due to the

27

11%

interfa e and the pro essing for the GUI.

Number of sli es
Number of Sli e FF
Number of 4-input LUT
Number of BRAM

on the Virtex II Pro FPGA of the NetFPGA

analyzer the CPU utilization is typi ally about 20%.

In

the tests with our NetFPGA analyzer most of the CPU

In this study we presented a hardware a
work Analyzer system that performs tra

lo k period of the design is 5.51ns ( lo ked at 117MHz).
The databus of the proposed ar hite ture is 64 bits and

elerated Netltering and

pa ket identi ation based on the readily available NetF-

a-

PGA platform. As proof of

pable to pro ess the network pa kets at wire speed. There-

has been

an a hieve up to 7.5Gbps bandwidth (the maxi-

on ept, the proposed s heme

ongured to analyze HTTP, BitTorrent and

Gnutella Proto ols; however it

mum bandwidth supported by the NetFPGA is 4Gbps:

an be easily expanded to

support any proto ol.

4x1Gbps).

In large s ale distributed sensor networks one is fa ed

To fa ilitate testing our designs we have developed the
software interfa e to intera t with the NetFPGA

ommuni ation through the PCI

4. Con lusions

ard and

sour es of the implemented torrent lter. The minimum

with the

ard.

hallenges of monitoring and

work tra

This interfa e is written in the C programming language

lassifying the net-

from a variety of dierent sensors. As shown

in this study, re ongurable hardware systems, su h as the

and it reads pa kets from the PCI NetFPGA interfa e us-

NetFPGA, fa ilitate greatly to

ing raw so kets. Raw so kets allow pa kets to bypass the

lassifying and monitoring

of network tra with a variety of proto ols. Further stud-

Linux TCP/IP sta k and be handed dire tly to the appli-

ies are planned to demonstrate the use of the NetFPGA

ation in the same form they were sent from the NetFPGA
hardware. This software interfa e allows us to a

ase of the

lies between 80%-100%, while when using the NetFPGA

onsumes 209 sli es and 8 BRAMs. Table 1 shows the re-

fore, it

The results showed that in the

software-based appli ation monitor, the CPU utilization

platform in a tual sensor network appli ations.

ess the

hardware registers of the NetFPGA design, whi h re ord
the pa ket ids and sizes in of the aforementioned bittorrent
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